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Fundraising campaign to go public in 2003 or 2004
Dan Shortridge
Associate Editor
With five years left on the
clock, the College has raised
roughly a third of the money
to meet its capital campaign
goal, likely to be more than
$100 million.
Vice President for Development
Sara Patton '67 said this week the
campaign should "go public" by the
end of 2003 or early 2004. She said
the school has so far raised about
$36 million in cash and pledges, an
amount that includes recent gifts
from the Burton D. Morgan
Foundation and the Gault family.
Campaign funds will go toward
the College's endowment, operat-
ing budget and capital projects.
Historian
Danny George
Chief Staff Writer
John Hope Franklin, an internation-
ally-known professor, author
and human rights activist from
Duke University, will be the fea-
tured speaker at this year's Senior
Commencement on May 13.
Franklin was recruited to speak
by Wooster professor Alphine
Jefferson, a former student of
Franklin's at the University of
Chicago. He accepted the invita-
tion in the fall.
College officials said they were
lucky to secure a speaker of
Franklin's stature.
"We were delighted when he
accepted," said Anne Gates, secre-
tary of the College.
such as new buildings or facilities.
"We're working very hard to
raise as much money as we can,"
Patton said.
The Board of Trustees will have
the final say on both the cam-
paign's start date and the ultimate
goal. Patton said recommendations
will be made to that effect by a spe-
cial Capital Planning Committee,
chaired by Trustee Jim Clarke.
"The goal is approximate,"
Patton said. "Nobody really knows
the exact number at this point."
Under national fundraising
standards set by the Council for
the Advancement and Support of
Education, Wooster's campaign
must end by June 30, 2007, giving
the school's development team
three or four years from the public
to be key
"Really we were very fortunate
... here's a professor who is very
distinguished, who has been
around the world and been a pro-
lific writer and been pivotal in our
understanding of African-America- n
history and how it is
taught, she said.
The 86-ye- ar old Franklin, who in
1997 was praised by then-Preside- nt
Bill Clinton as being "one of our
most distinguished historians and
scholars," has led a lifetime of
intellectual exploration and social
and political accomplishment
Jefferson calls his former men-
tor the "Dean of Black American
History."
"I'm delighted that Franklin
will be addressing the seniors. He is
just an incredible person and a great
announcement to finish their task.
Patton's staff will be augmented
with the recent addition of new
Director of Development Shane
Seymour, who shares that title
with Frank Knorr and Michael
Tompos. She said Seymour, who
most recendy was a vice president
at the Shop at Home Network,
should make a solid addition to
the staff, which raises funds from
different geographical areas.
Seymour has worked in develop-
ment offices at Belmont University
and Kentucky Wesleyan University,
and is earning his doctorate in high-
er education administration from
Vanderbilt He said Wooster's
alumni, staff, faculty and trustees
made the school an appealing place
to work.
speaker
speaker. Yd say he's the world's
most recognized authority on the
subject of black history and the
black condition," said Jefferson.
In addition to serving on the
team that helped develop the 1954
Supreme Court decision that ended
the legal segregation of black and
white children in public schools,
Franklin was appointed to the U.S.
delegation to the 1980 UNESCO
General Conference in Belgrade.
In 1997 he chaired President
Clinton's Initiative on Race, travel-
ing cross-count- ry to engage
Americans in meaningful dialogue
on the subject, and was awarded
the Presidential Medal of Freedom.
Born in Rentiesville, Ok., in
See "Franklin, " pg. 2
"The College is well positioned
for continued fundraising suc-
cess," he said.
Patton said Seymour's hiring
still leaves Wooster with a smaller
fundraising staff than other com-
parable institutions. She said
other schools Wooster's size have
between eight and 10 major
fundraising officers, but that the
College hopes to add another offi-
cial by the time the campaign
begins its public phase.
While other institutions have
cited a recent decrease in gifts
from private foundations, Patton
said that's not the case for
Wooster. She said that while
some smaller foundations may
have responded immediately to
the events of September 1 1 with
relief funds, the College received
the largest gift in its history last
year from a privatefoundation.
Patton also said that the "over-
whelming majority" of Wooster's
gifts come from individuals,
which decreases the school's
reliance on professional philan-
thropic organizations.
Several recent large gifts,
including the $8 million gift from
the Morgan Foundation, along
with similar gifts designated for
the Gault Admissions Center and
the Longbrake Student Wellness
Center, already have been applied
toward the $36 million campaign
coffers. All capital building pro-
jects at Wooster are funded
directly through gifts, not the
operating budget.
Beat legend hits Ebert
Photo by Mary Nienaber
ruth weiss, a prominent poet of tlie Beat generation, shared her jazz
performance poetry, last night in the MacKenzie Gallery of Ebert Art
Center. Four Wooster student musicians backed weiss, including Craig
Duff '02 on saxophone. See tlie full story on pg. 3.-- .
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Every Child Program reaches Cornerstone and College
Lindsay Bye
Asst. News Editor
Wooster students have recent-
ly stepped into the classroom as
part of a new program at
Cornerstone Elementary. The
Every Child program, created in
San Diego, came to Wooster
through the work of local entre-
preneur Harry Featherstone. .
Started at the Pruess Charter
School, Wooster City Schools
have now launched the special-
ized reading program at
Cornerstone Elementary.
College students volunteer their
time for up to five hours a week to
come and be a part of the Drop
Everything and Read Hour.
Each student is assigned to
two or three children whom
they meet with consistently.
'You can start where you left
off ... you get used to the kids and
Franklin
continued from page I
1915 nearly 50 years after the
abolition of slavery Franklin
earned a bachelor's degree from
Fisk University in 1935 and a
master's and doctorate from
Harvard in 1936 and 1941.
respectively.
In 1947, he published his book
'From Slavery to Freedom: A
History of African Americans,"
considered to be the definitive
work on the subject as well as the
author's magnum opus. Now in its
eighth edition, the book has been
translated into Indian, Japanese,
German, French, Portuguese and
Chinese, and has profoundly
r-- :
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Cornerstone Elementary is the site
their learning style," said Elissa
Wilk '05.
Wilk, who plans to minor in
education, has gotten used to
the reading style of Tre
Simpson and Kyle Miller, stu- -
to speak
influenced the way the African-Americ- an
condition is conveyed
to international audiences.
Throughout his career.
Franklin has taught at Fisk
University, St. Augustine's
College, North Carolina College,
Howard University, Brooklyn
College, the University of
Chicago and Duke University.
In 1985 Franklin was named
James B. Duke Professor
Emeritus of History, a position he
still holds. Fifteen years later,
ground was broken on the John
Hope Franklin Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies on
Duke's campus, dedicated to the
professor's spirit and scholarship.
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
fur 2W2 (radium interested ia is imenuJiip far the
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THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL STVDENT AFFAIRS
THE OFFICE OF MUT1-ET1INI- C STI DENT AFFAIRS
THE OFFICE OF CAMPIS MINISTRIES
STVDENT ACTIVITIES AND LOWRY CENTER
Specific job descriptions are available at Career Services. To apply, submit a cover
letter, resume and three letters of reference to Career Services, Rubbermaid
Student Development Center, by 4 pjn. on Friday, April 12, 2002.
Selected applicants will be invited for interviews in mid-Apr- il.
Que.ftiims? Contort Corvlyn L Buxton at txL 2545.
of The Every Child Program.
dents in Robin Dillon's split third
and fourth grade class.
"I love getting there ... they get
so excited to see me ... it's like
instant gratification," said Wilk.
As for what the Cornerstone stu-
dents think. 'She helped me want
to read," said Simpson.
"It's definitely helped me learn
different ways to read to kids,"
Econ dept.
Sarah Core
Staff Whiter
According to College officials,
recent resignations and new hiring
in the economics department isn't
a cause for worry, and won't cause
dramatic changes to the depart-
ment next year.
"It's not like people are abandon-
ing ship, if that's the impression
given," said Department Chair
James Bumell.
In the past several semesters,
two members of the economics
department have resigned from
their tenure positions to pursue
other interests, one in business
economics and the other in
macro and monetary economics.
The College has thus far been
unable to fill these positions
with permanent replacements.
Adding to those two openings,
Bumell, along with his wife
Barbara, will be on leave next
year, creating a third open posi-
tion in economics.
The department will have a staff
of six with a third adjunct, as they
said Wilk, who will sound out
words and give examples of a
word's characteristics in order for
the student to guess its meaning.
Said Wilk of her own back-
ground in reading, We were
always reading and forced to read.
We didn't have tutors or spe-
cial helpers, if you had trou-
ble, you went to another class-
room with another teacher. I do
think it's a good opportunity for
these kids."
The opportunity seems obvious
even to third grader Kyle Miller.
"We've read a bunch of books
together," Miller said. "I didn't
like reading until she came here,
but when she came here first, I
went home and read 'Horrible
Harry that night"
Cornerstone Principal Mark
Stefanik hopes to bring this
opportunity to even more children
in the future. Twenty-fiv- e college
students, primarily in education,
have committed to volunteering
from the University of Akron and
Ashland University as well as
undergoing shakeup
did this year. Normally, there are
seven full-tim- e positions in the
economics department
Six candidates were inter-
viewed for the positions this year,
in open presentations where
majors were encouraged to attend
and add their opinions.
While no tenure track jobs were
given, visiting professor Leo
Chan has signed a contract for
next year.
"We were planning dramatic
changes," said Vice President for
Academic ,. Affairs Barbara
Hetrick, "but not all of our job
searches worked out."
"There seems to be a lot of
turnover, but it's relatively nat-
ural, considering," said
Bumell. "We're not losing three
members of the department."
The job search for new profesr
sors is taking a long time
because the pool of candidates
is not very large.
"Given the nature of the institu-
tion we are, with I.S. and
everything, we need to be
careful who we offer the job
Wooster.
"This spring, we're dealing with
the most difficult piece," Stefanik
said. "We're dealing with all the
different schools, but we're hop-
ing to align them with our daily
schedule before the start of school
in the fall."
Stefanik hopes the potential
number of student volunteers
will increase with the sched-
ule coordination.
"It's within walking distance,"
said Wilk, who encourages
other students to get involved
"I know how important it is for
kids to have someone to read with,
to have someone to look up to.
When I was in the third and fourth-grade- s,
I remember having people
there and it was really great Now
that I'm this age, I figured why not
give back," she said.
Giving back is also to the benefit of
the volunteers. "For education stu-
dents, it's great experience in
training to become a teacher. But any
college student can be a volunteer,"
Stefanik said.
to," said Bumell.
The economics department will
have one dramatic change, how-
ever, when they move into the
Morgan academic building at the
end of this summer.
Morgan Hall will give the eco-
nomics department, as well as
the psychology and education
departments, more room to
"stretch their wings."
Economics will have an
entire vying, with a designated
computer lab and a lot more
resources in general.
Among the highlights is the
Case room, a classroom shaped
like Lean Lecture Hall but
with a much more "intimate"
sizing, a room specifically for
student assistants, and a stu-
dent lounge, where students
can work on homework
between classes.
"The College is trying to
make departments more accessi-
ble to students, and make stu-
dents much more a part pf the
building," said Burnell. "We are
looking forward to it."
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Night ofpoetry provides eclectic mix
Mary Nienaber --
News EditoR- -
The Department of English
played host to a unique
evening of poetry and music
last night as "The Beat Meets
Madame Deluxe" was per-
formed in the College's Art
Museum.
Janet DeBar '58 began the
program. Delivering a strong
performance of her own poet-
ry mixed with the works of her
favorite poets, which was
$35,000 grant allows geo prof
Alex Pries
Managing Editor
A $35,000 research grant from
the National Science Foundation
recently awarded to Robert Varga,
the Shoolroy associate professor
of geology, will allow him to con-
tinue his research on Earth's crust
formation in the world's oceans.
Part of the grant will be used to
fund stipends for Wooster stu-
dents to analyze more than
100 samples collected in the
Pacific Ocean. -
"Students are actually the ones
who have been studying the sam-
ples we collected," . Varga said.
"They have been using special
geological equipment to take
readings on the samples' magnetic
directions, a tedious process that
takes upwards of an hour per sam-
ple to get an accurate reading."
Andrea Martin '02, who
worked in Varga's lab last year,
said she used the lab equipment to
received by a standing room-pnl- y
crowd in the Burton D.
Morgan Gallery. DeBar
expressed her excitement for
returning to Wooster and included
in her performance a poem
inspired by one of her professors
at Wooster.
As a part of the unusual
evening, the crowd moved to
the main gallery for the next
section of the evening, which
featured a performance by
poet ruth weiss.
weiss, who originally immigrat
find the original orientation of the
rocks. "Dr. Varga analyzed it to
look for the overall trend to see
what has happened since they
were formed," she said.
Varga's work has focused on
Hess Deep, an oceanic trench
located 1,000 kilometers west of
the Galapagos Islands, and
the geological processes at
work there.
"I look at the Earth's crust in
places where it has been pulled
apart. The reason I'm interested
in that is areas like that in
oceans are driving plate tecton-
ics," Varga said.
"The Earth has 12 or so major
plates that are shifting around.
The best example is the North
Atlantic ridge where North and
South America are pulling away
from Africa," he said. "If you go
there today, it's where the plates
are separating and rocks are being
physically pulled apart ... what
takes the place of the hole there is
In an advertisement in the News section of the March 28 edition of the
Voice, poet ruth weiss's name was spelled with capital letters, which
is incorrect. An editor erred.
The front page photo in the same issue should have been credited to
Dan Bartha. An editor erred.
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of tlie way: in newsgather-in- g,
editing or priming. Tlie Voice staff strives to avoid such mistakes,
but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it and promptly
correct it. Tliis space exists for tliat purpose. Call the Voice office at
330.287.3000, ext. 259S, or email us at voicewooster.edu.
ed as a child to the United States
with her parents to escape Nazi
Germany, eventually settled in
California where she still lives
today, weiss has endured as an
important member of the Beat
generation and will be included in
Department of English Chair
Nancy Grace's upcoming book on
the women of the Beat generation.
Currently travelling with her
lifetime partner, artist Paul Blake,
weiss spent the past two days vis-
iting with English majors and
showing her and Blake's new
- .
-
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Robert Varga
Shoolroy Associate
Professor of Geology
new crust being formed."
Physical exploration of these
undersea ridges where plates sep-
arate is difficult, Varga explained,
because of their remoteness and
associated risks of working under-
water. Instead, Varga has spent
time studying crust formations
in terrestrial areas where
pieces of land have crashed
into one another.
"We happen to do our work
on the island of Cyprus. We
study the process of how crust
.is made by looking at places
like this ... where you can see
the crust in three dimensions,"
he said.
Because of Varga's work on
Cyprus, he was invited in 1999 to
accompany scientists on a trip to
Hess Deep to look at the structure
of the canyon. The vertical struc-
ture of the canyon walls allowed
experimental films.
Primarily known as a jazz poet,
weiss's performance was
enhanced with improvisations
by Wooster musicians, Craig
Duff '02 on saxophone, David
Drake '05 on trumpet, Jamie
Babineau '03 on percussion and
Josh Stoddard '02 on bass guitar.
The highlight of her performance
featured readings from her long
poem, "Desert Journal" pub-
lished by the Good Gay Poets
Press in 1977.
The event concluded with a
to continue research
Varga to look at the Earth's crust
in cross section, giving him an
opportunity to study how rocks
have moved over time.
"All volcanic rocks, when they
cool, orient parallel to the Earth's
magnetic field. If rocks have ever
been rotated or tilted you can tell
because it doesn't point the right
way. The design of the project
was so that we could tell the
extent to which these rocks had
been deformed ... we were trying
to see how this process was occur-
ring," he said.
While the work is ongoing and
students will continue to study the
collected samples, Varga said he
lob cut list released
College officials cut eight jobs
in Hospitality Services, two
Residential Life positions, five
jobs in Custodial Services and six
Physical Plant posts as part of
the round of position elimina-
tions in March.
A detailed list of positions was
released this week in the employ-
ee newsletter "COWTalk."
Officials have said they cannot
release names of employees
because of privacy and confiden-
tiality concerns.
Among the other position cuts, '
according to the newsletter, were:
Two jobs in Administrative
Computing, one of which was cut
because of the repeated delays in
implementing the Wooster
Information Network system;
- One position in the Physical
Education Center;
of styles
reading by the winner of the Great
Lakes Colleges Association New
Writers Award for Poetry, Tenaya
Darlington. Currently the fea-
tures editor for "Isthmus" maga-
zine in Madison, Wisconsin,
Darlington entertained the
audience with catty poems
about everything from marriage
to Victoria's Secret to orchids.
Darlington also spent time
with Wooster students, which
included a visit to Professor
Dan Bourne's advanced fic-
tional writing class.
has been able to make some
strong conclusions.
"What I can tell now is that the
models for faulting that we've
developed from places like
Cyprus are probably the same
ones operating modern ocean
spreading centers. We see very
similar things based on the mag-
netics. That gives us confidence
... in doing studies on land and
having relevance to the oceans,"
Varga said.
Varga has another proposal in
the works to return to the
Pacific and look for similar
processes in Pito Deep, located
west of Easter Island.
Six jobs in the Physical Plant,
including two management slots;
0 Three position in Fleet and
Materials Management;
One half-tim- e position in the
Vice President for Finance and
Business office;
.
One job in Public Information,
covering desktop publishing.
Administrators have said they
have no plans for further job cuts.
They said the eliminations were
forced in the wake of an expected
$ 1 5 million budget deficit caused by
the College's declining endowment.
In a message to employees pub-- ;
lished in the newsletter, President
R. Stanton Hales said the work-
force reductions were a difficult
decision, and that all Iaid-o- ff
employees were provided with
severance benefits and reloca-
tion support. "
Vtfwpotnts
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Franklin a key keynote speaker
John Hope Frank! :n may not have tlie public stature of,
say. an Andy Ros tov, but he's a premier choice as this
ear's Commcncem- - .t keynote speaker. With a resums as
long as Bea'l Avenue, Franklin has trod a roaJ that has
Liken him from rural Oklahoma to Duke University, where
he now serves as an emeritus professor of history. He's
helJ positions at Fik, St. Augastine, North Carolina,
How a.--J, Brooklyn anJ Chicago. At the latter school,
Frank!. n had as one of his students Alphine Jefferson, now
a professor, of history and Clack Studies at Vi'ooster. He has
become one of the nation's foremost experts on African-America- n
history, with his monumental book "From
Slavery to Freedom" now in its eighth edition. AnJ now
he's coming to Wooster.
This year's graduating class should be grateful we have
Franklin coming to campus in May. His words will be
insightful, and in this time of international strife, welcome
in helping us learn to heal the wounds that separate our
nation's many peoples.
Who fre they hiding front, anyway?
It has come to our attention recently that the College's
security forces sometimes choose to occupy an unmarked
Dodge Durango. We are unsure if this is a deliberate
attempt to go incognito, but we regret to inform the College
that most students have developed a search image that eas-
ily picks off any sort of enforcement. We recognize and
appreciate all the hard work that college security accom-
plishes in protecting our needs. How hard is it to simply
stick another magnetic logo onto the fleet of security vehi-
cles that the College operates and maintains? .
We're sure that Security wishes to be treated with respect
and understanding, but this feeling of undercover surveil-
lance makes us feel a bit wary. In addition, very few stu-
dents even get to know the names of the security officers
w ho protect, and also enforce laws w hen they get into trou-
ble. How about adding nametags to those security uni-
forms? Granted, knowing that Officer Robert busted you
for pounding that can of Miller Lite won't make you feel
any better, but a little bit of human contact would be nice.
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Editor: Erin McCann
West Bank reels, America waffles
U.S. foreign policy is careening pur-- 1prr)p fJOfTTVEDT AfC they 80 consumed with loathing
ooselesslv towards catastrophe. The VCJJ fof Amerjca that it would be worth
harm wreaked by the Bush administration's demoniz-in-g
hardline declarations regarding the "axis of evil"
and the polarizing of nation-stat- es by stating "either
you are with us or you are with the terrorists" have
sent the unstable international climate into a tailspin,
exacerbated by the uncovering of the nuclear posture
review and all-o- ut war in the Middle East The West
Bank has become the barometer for the international
climate this is where ideological conflict results in
spilled blood, where Samuel Huntington's hypotheti-
cal "civilizations" do indeed clash. Suicide murders
carried out against Israel in the name of Palestine have
spurred Ariel Sharon to wage war on Yasser Arafat's
authority, and the President of the United States only
waffles, contradicting himself almost daily and reveal-
ing the fallacy of his eitheror stance on terrorism. For
Palestinian attacks are not carried out to destroy
American cultural and military hegemony, but to force
Israel out of the occupied territories they view as
belonging to Palestinians. Israel utilizes tanks, fighter
jets, bulldozers and assault helicopters to achieve their
military ends, making symmetrical military resistance
impossible for the Palestinians, who principally utilize
conventional firearms, rocks and suicide bombers to
hurt Israel's aBuaBaaauaaaBaaaaaaauBauaaaBaaBBuaaaaBBaai
morale.
When one
side is bull-
dozing civil-
ian homes
then raiding
It seems Bush wants to pick a
fight even more than he wants
to wipe out al-Qae-da and pro-
tect American citizens...
the refugee .
camps and the other is detonating bombs in public
places, moral condemnation seems beside the point.
The United States is the only power strong and
influential enough to restore peace to the region, and
this is a mandatory task. As Chris Matthews pointed
out on "Hardball, if Israel is successful in ousting
Arafat and defeating the Palestinian militants, the
United States loses, as anti-Isra- el and anti-U.- S. senti-
ment grows in the Muslim world. Yet if Israel fails to
rout Arafat's forces, and the U.S. must bail them out,
we again lose. The only way America and the world
can win is through peace and regional stability.
Thankfully, our military objective coincides with the
virtuous one.
Bush's disengagement with the Middle East peace
process is a foreign policy disaster, but graver still is
his recently revealed nuclear posture review, which
states that America's policy allows for the preemptive
use of nuclear weapons on hostile nations. This policy
has been articulated publicly by Bush, staring that cer-
tain states are attempting to acquire weapons of mass
destruction with the intent to use them on the United
States. This policy assumes that these states have no
interest in self-preservati- on and are the geopolitical
equivalent of a suicide bomber. Every state except
America that has developed nuclear weapons has not
used them militarily, but rather as a deterrent to
aggression by other nations. What makes Iran, Iraq,
North Korea and now Syria exceptions to this logic?
annihilation to get one good punch in? This is the logic
on which America's military policy is based.
Additionally disturbing is the hawkish enemy-makin- g
by which the Bush administration is defin-
ing itself. Iraq has long been an unfriendly nation to
the United States, but are they worthy of the brunt of
America's military? Scott Ritter, the U.N. chief
inspections officer for Iraqi military buildup until
1998, is convinced that Iraq's weapons of mass
destruction program is in ruins and that the Bush
administration is painting a more sinister picture to
shift focus away from the military's failure to cap-
ture bin Laden. Iran, a country vastly changed from
twenty years ago when it dubbed America "the Great
Satan," now has a reformist pro-secul- ar President
and a more liberal minded intelligentsia. They were
among the first Muslim nations to offer sympathy,
support and condolences after the September
attacks, but Bush, Rumsfeld and Cheney muscled
their way past Powell and Rice's calls for diploma-
cy to label Iran in Nazi rhetoric during the State of
the Union address. Auspiciously this was a response
after Israel caught a clandestine Iranian shipment of
conventional weapons headed for the Palestinian
Authority. The United Mates gave
Israel $2 billion in high tech military
aid this year tanks, assault helicop-
ters and fighter jets, and yet we demo-niz- e
Iran for helping a group we claim
to support as well. It seems Bush wants
to pick a fight even more than he wants
to wipe out al-Qae- da and protect
American citizens, for having Iran and the
Palestinians as American allies would be invaluable
to the goal of world stability and the eradication of
international terrorism.
A lasting peace and a cultural burying of the age-ol- d
hatchet in the Middle East should not be an
optional goal for the world's leaders. That region
fosters the dissent that leads to terrorism and suf-
fering worldwide, so an alternative tactic to combat
terrorism is to remove the causes and the hatred
that lead to the act itself. This is why a balanced
Middle East is so important The region must even-
tually have a Palestinian state, but must also recog-
nize the existence and safety of Israel. Some pun-
dits have argued that Arafat wants more than the
creation of a Palestinian state, that he wants the
destruction . of Israel as an ultimate goal. The
United States' long term vision should be clear and
sympathetic to the complexities of the Middle East.
The polarizing declarations and unsure waffling
that have characterized the last few months of the
Bush administration may undermine the interna-
tional solidarity and cooperation that was unique
enough to potentially solve the millenially-ol- d con-
flicts in the world. Without an ethical, sympathetic
and determined vision from the American
President, those dreams will remain just that.
Victor Rortvedt is co-featur- es editor for the Voice.
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Security woes: part II
Dear campus community,
,' On March 12, the Student Rights
Action Group mailed a letter, on
behalf of the student body, to
Director of Safety and Security, Mr.
Joe Kirk. The letter was the last in a
long series of efforts to request mat
Mr. Kirk disclose the literature mat
dictates the conduct of College
security in regard to students. In all
of our previous attempts to make
this information public, we have
been rebuffed and ignored. We
believe that this administrative
silence should concern the campus
community very much. It seems
bom logical and obvious mat it
would be in the College's best inter-
est to comply with mis request Full
disclosure of security policy would
ensure that students would at least
have the opportunity to comply with
it, thus making Security's job easier,
and would also tend to safeguard the
rights of students. Although it seems
clear mat mis would be a desirable
outcome, Mr. Kirk did not reply to
our letter. Therefore we have sub-
mitted these comments as an open
letter in the Voice.
It is important that the campus
community be aware of the request
we have made and the lack of
response it has received. We must
pose a question at this point: What
is the content of security policy
such that Mr. Kirk seems so moti-
vated to conceal it from those it
affects most, the students? We are
reluctant to accuse Mr. Kirk of
laziness or disorganization in not
responding to our letter, as he is
obviously a responsible man, so
the only remaining possibility is
that he has deliberately ignored the
voices of the ends of this fine insti-
tution, the students. The following
is our letter, whole and unedited.
In reading it, ask yourselves "Is
this an unreasonable request?
What is to be gained by keeping
security policy secret?"
We pray that this is not an issue
that stops on the pages of this
newspaper. If our rights in regard
to security are not defined, they
are not protected. As it stands,
even the most astute student can
have no idea what their rights are.
If this issue concerns you, resist
excuses to maintain the status
quo. It doesn't matter if you're a
senior looking for jobs or a fresh-
man looking forward to summer.
Take a little time and try to get in
touch with Mr. Kirk and ask him
what your rights might be. We
wish you luck. If silence is the
only-answ-er we receive, we're
going to have find a way to clear-
ly and radically call attention to
this problem at Wooster.
Dear Mr. Kirk,
In response to a growing con-
cern over student rights at this
College, we have formed a coali-
tion called the Student Rights
Action Croup. We are writing to
you in an attempt to resolve a mat-
ter that many students find trou-
bling. Under the current system,
most students have no knowledge
of what their rights are -- while
interacting with College Security
officers. This lack of knowledge
and communication creates
unnecessary problems for stu-
dents and officers alike.
Because students are unsure of
what their rights and responsibili-
ties are in regards to Security offi-
cers, they may inadvertently act in
a manner that is contrary to these
rights and responsibilities. On the
other hand, because students are
ignorant of their rights, these
rights can be more easily neglect-
ed by Security officers.
In order that this situation is
resolved, we request that the
Office of Safety and Security dis-
close all portions of the literature
and written policy that dictates the
procedures and behavior of offi-
cers in regard to students. As stu-
dents of this institution we have
enormous respect for the impor-
tant relationship between the
Office of Safety and Security and
students. However, we believe that
such a relationship is onlypossible
with the full and honest disclosure
of the rules of conduct and rights
ofeach party. Since these rules are
not available to students, we are
unable to meaningfully participate
as members ofthe campus commu-
nity. It is for this reason that we
respectfully request your prompt
attention to this matter.
We anticipate your response,
through campus mail, by April 2,
2002. Feel free to contact
Jonathan Honefenger (Box 1886,
x 5943) or Seth Levy (Box 2121.
x 6601) ifyou have any questions.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
The Student Rights Action Group
J
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New dining changes just taste bad
Let this suffice as a warning: I
realize that there are a lot more
important things going on right
now, both in the world and at
Wooster. The tangent I'm about to
set off on is a relatively selfish
one, but after yesterday is no
longer one that I can ignore.
What happened on Wednesday
that thrust me into this realm of
irrelevant . com- -
'tmmmm u
plaints? Simple: I Boy, I
walked into Lowry.
Ordinarily, this is a but my
pretty common thing sure
for me. I often do it face ofthree, even four
times a day. This
time, however, I was confronted
with a lunch line longer than any I
had ever seen. This is no hyperbole,
folks. This line, at times three and
four people thick, reached all the way
to the post office.
This annoyance was the last
straw in a long list of issues
Hospitality Services has "tack-
led' in the last few months.
Two months ago. Director of
Hospitality Services Chuck
Wagers said that the new Lowry
design was "only the beginning in
a long process to improve the
level of customer service to stu-
dents in regards to dining experi-
ences on the campus." Since then,
Wagers has removed both straws
A MOVIE?
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and toothpicks from Lowry,
pulled cherry water (my personal
favorite) from the drink line and
reduced the presence of those
yummy croissants at the Deli to
once a week (because, as one
employee told me yesterday, stu-
dents ate too many of them). The
don't know about you,
dining experience
has improved in the
all these changes.
much-laude- d continuous dining at
Kittridge is now a thing of the past
and the cause of yesterday's
problems the second card
swiper in Lowry was one of the
many positions eliminated by last
month's restructuring.
Boy, I don't know about you,
but my dining experience sure has
improved in the face of all these
changes.
Granted, Hospitality Services did
work to improve a few things, like
the whole juice fiasco and that new
ice cream machine, but I still can't
help but feel like those extra flavors
of ice cream are some sort of payoff
for the rest of the inconveniences
we live with on a daily basis. Or
-r--fl
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maybe it's all part of an elaborate
plan to get us to spend more money
at Mom's, thus generating enough
money to finance an entire wall of
ice cream machines.
This week, a Voice staffer was
even hauled into Wagers' office
and forced to spend half an hour
explaining why she accidentally
left her backpack in Lowry and
why she dared to think she would
be allowed to go back in and get it
without causing a major snafu.
And yes, in the end this all adds
up to nothing more than incon-
veniences, but it's also representa-
tive of a distinct lack of willing-
ness on the part of certain campus
offices to communicate with the
students they serve. Just look at
the other column on this very
same page for an example of how
far out of touch some of the most
important campus offices are with
students on this campus.
If Hospitality Services' priorities
have changed in light of the recent
layoffs, then it's something that
we, as their unfortunate "cus-
tomers," need to be made aware of.
If we can't at the very least be
granted an explanation for all the
changes, Mr. Wagers, could you
please give us the straws back?
Erin McCann is the Viewpoints
editor for the Voice.
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The bastard offspring of the pharmaceutical revolution
Victor Rortvedt
Features Editor
The pharmaceutical boom of
the 1990s has left in its swath a
landscape riddled with chemical
detritus. New rushed-to-mark- et
compounds take advantage of
these advancements, and more
chemically life-enhanci- ng prod-
ucts appear every month on the
shelves of gas stations and con-
venience stores nationwide. The
Voice decided to go deeper into
the seedy underworld of gas sta-
tion goofballs, where $5 and
exceeding the recommended
dosage can become a weekend to
remember. These new drugs and
herbs range from the long-ter- m
happiness St John's Wort pur-
ports to deliver to quick-actin- g
energy drinks that resemble legal
speed. We put the new trends to
the test, pitting the young, eager
enhancement drugs against the
old standby s. Caffeine met wor-
thy opponents in Taurine (Red
Bull) and Guarana (KMX and
Shasta), Ritalin gets a challenger in
Liquid Health's Attention formula,
and good old Viagra meets a saucy
herbal alternative in Vabido. Even
No-Do-z lost the hardcore pep pill
tide to a slew of ephedra and caf
India Dinner traces roots back eighty years
Andrew Waldman
Staff Writer
As part of the festivities for
South Asia Week, the College
will again host the 80-year-- old
tradition of the India Dinner.
After working in India as mis-
sionaries for the Presbyterian
church, several families moved to
Wooster to begin life in the states.
These missionaries mostly
resided in the Hendricks apart-
ments, and to this day, two such
residents remain there.
Dating back about 80 years,
this community of American mis-
sionaries sent their children to the
College. The parents and students
had spent the majority of their life
in India; to bring some tradition
from India to Wooster, the com-
munity decided to host a dinner
featuring traditional Indian food.
feine pills like Yellow Jacket A
trip to the Wooster Food Co-o-p &
Cafe, and we were able to get our
hands on most of these chemical
fixer-uppe- rs for the weary body
and brain.
We pumped some willing vol-
unteers full of these magic
potions, and sat back to watch the
effects. Each test subject was
dubbed the effect their product
boasted - the energy beverage
testers were Peppy, Zippy and
Hop. Concentratey and Focus
tested the Attention serum,
Speedy popped the Yellow Jacket
and Homy was put on the Vabido.
Attention - ."Liquid Ritalin"
Focus' Comments
"I feel good and nice. I want
more please. Love, Focus." Later
comments - "Man, I fegl messed
up, really peppy, like an excked
race horse with blinders on. Very
jittery. I might go skate."
Concentratey's Comments
"My initial bodily response was
an increase in volume level. I
found myself screaming like a
hyena being pinched in the bum.
For the last three hours, I've had a
headache, though it's an attentive
headache. Now, at 1 a.m., I am
calm and attentive, with a
headache. So I drink ... Killians.
The dinner was started, and
opened to the Wooster communi-
ty. Admission was charged, and
the proceeds from the dinner were
sent to Ewing College in South
India. Ewing, a Presbyterian col-
lege, received this money and
used it to build more facilities,
among other things.
A strong connection between
the two schools formed as a result .
of the initial donations. In the
1950s and '60s, Wooster sent
graduates to Ewing to teach
English classes. Ewing would
send Indian professors to Wooster.
These professors, called Ewing
Fellows, would teach at the
College, and would pursue their
own research at area facilities,
including the OARDC and the
College itself. The last professor
visited in 1989. Due to several
organizational problems, the pro
When caffeine doesn 't cut it: America 's pharmacological industry finally
becomes indistinguishable from thefood and drink realm. These mood and
energy-lev- el altering products are legal, by gum!
More calming than focusing."
Red Bull - Taurine-base- d
energy beverage - Zippy 's com-
ments
"I like it, fruity. Lingering after-
taste, felt effects slightly as I was
finishing, had a light headache,
which left, first burst of effects,
stronger, to nice buzz glow."
KMX Guarana-base- d ener-
gy beverage Peppy 's comments
"After a pleasingly sweet taste
hit my palate, I noticed an imme-
diate energy boost as I was drink
gram has been discontinued.
The bond between Ewing and
Wooster was so strong, that Ewing
has a part of its campus that is
called "Wooster Campus." The
section of the campus was built
using money from the India Dinner.
By the late '70s, most funding of
Ewing had been ceased due to diplo-
matic differences between the US
and India, but the dinner continued.
Several Indian families had
moved into the Wooster area by
that time. The dinner was still
being run by the former mission-
aries, and the coordinators of the
event decided to invite the Indians
to do the cooking. From then on,
all the cooking was done by
Indian-American- s, and the Anglo-America- ns
became an administra-
tive force behind the dinner.
"When I started here, about 100
people attended the dinner. Now
I
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ing. The beverage led to 2
Fidgetness and the buzz intensity
was similar to Red BulL though the
taste was preferable. My favorite
artificial alertness drink."
Zippy 's comments
"ZMX tasted like metallic water-
melon Jolly Ranchers and doesn't
hit as strong as Red Bull but breath-
ing is heavier, heartbeat faster,'
phlegmy, and other less perceptible
effects, I'm wide eyed."
Yellow Jacket second cousin
to cocaine, Vivarin squared -
about 300 people attend," said
Religious Studies professor
Ishwar Harris.
Harris took over the dinner in
1981. He cited the growth of the
dinner as a symbol of unity and grat-
itude in the Wooster community.
"The Indian community feels
that this is their way to say 'thank
you Wooster," said Harris. "The
students and community have
always been very supportive."
This year's dinner, served April
7, is open to the public. Attendees
will have the chance to sample
from traditional Indian cuisine,
which will include Tandoori chick-
en, Rasam Soup, Biryani, Achaar,
Samosa and Jalebi. Student tickets
are $5, and all other tickets are $ 1 0.
Dinner will be served once at 5 p.m.
and again at 6:30 p.m. to accomo-
date the high demand for this popu-
lar event
Speedy 's comments
"Within no time the walls started
melting and my friends looked like
fluorescent Muppets. The sensa-
tion of an everlasting wind made it
feel as if I were in a wind tunnel at
all times. I tried running from
Lowry to Wal-Ma- rt To my sur-
prise I passed several cars along
the way. I bought another bottle to
get home."
Vabido -- Male "Performance"
Enhancer Horny 's Comments
"It didn't do anything it actu-
ally de-hanc- ed any libidinous
action. It made me antsy, ! felt
pretty gross, and any touch was a
combination of bugs crawling on
my skin and ice. It didn't work at
all -- 1 would highly suggest avoid-
ing it"
With the exception of a trau-
matic foray into herbal libido
enhancement the pep pills and
juiced-u- p juices packed the wal-
lop they promised. So next time
you need a trip to the Java Hut
remember that wide-eye- d produc-
tivity lies among the beef jerky,
lotto tickets and slushees at your
local petrol dealer.
Disclaimer: The participants
in this study are idiots. Never
exceed recommended dosage.
Solomon Oliver
u cont. from page 6)
done. While formal legal equality
has been achieved, there is still so
nr?! real inequality which
Trains in our society. I shudder
tat" the thought that the life
jprospectsof children born in
pVmerica, even today, turn on the
color of their skin. -
I
. j feel that I am making a conn
ttnbution as a member or the judi
fciary to a better and more jusu
society, but I do not delude
myself into thinking that the
needed changes in our society can
come solely through the legal sys
tem. Such changes can come only
through a renewed and sustained
commitment throughout our soci-
ety to addressing the lingering
effects of race and racism in
America and providing full and
fair opportunity to all of its citi--
izens.
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Wooster to host GLCA Women 's Studies Conference
Eliza Cramer
Staff Writer
This weekend. Wooster will be
filled with professors, scholars
and students visiting from the
United States and around the
world. The College is fortunate to
host the Great Lakes College
Association's Women's Studies
Conference, which is held by the
association every other year.
The Women's Studies
Conference has been around for
approximately 25 years and was
formed when the women's studies
discourse began to emerge in lib-
eral arts colleges.
Notable Wooster alum Judge
AXDREW StIMSOX
Feati res Editor
As part of an ongoing series of
articles, the Features section will
be interviewing a variety of dis-
tinguished alumni. The goal of
these interviews is to illuminate
the ideals and character that
Wooster instills, while sen ing as
an inspiration to current students
looking toward the future and
hopefully tell a good story.
The first alumni we are featur-
ing is U.S. District Court Judge
Solomon Oliver, Jr., Wooster
class of 1969:
How long have you been a
judge? Have you found it to be
as challenging and fulfilling as
you'd hoped?
I was appointed by President
Clinton in May 1994 to the U.S.
District Court for the Northern
District of Ohio. It has been won-
derfully fulfilling. The judicial
responsibility is an awesome
responsibility and therefore one
to be carefully exercised within
the Constitutional and statutory
limits placed on that authority.
Federal judges hear criminal
cases in some of the most impor-
tant areas of national concern as
well as cases between private liti-
gants in many different areas,
e.g., civil rights, employment dis-
crimination, environmental, intel-
lectual property and labor law.
We also hear Constitutional chal-
lenges to state and Congressional
Wooster has never hosted this
particular conference, but it did
host the GLCA Black Studies
conference several years ago,
which alternates years with the
Women's Studies Conference.
Two years ago. representatives
from Wooster attended the confer-
ence hosted by Denison
University. Professor of English
and Coordinator of the Women's
Studies Program Joanne Frye
said. "Those of us w ho went were
impressed with the events that
occurred there." This prompted
Frye and others to host the confer-
ence this April.
The theme for this year's con
legislation as well as to the
actions of local, state and federal
officials, sometimes even includ-
ing the President of the United
States. I have had, and will have,
some difficult calls to make. I feel
blessed to have the opportunity.
You came to Wooster from
Alabama in the sixties. What was
the impact of that change? What
challenges did you face growing
up in Alabama? What chal-
lenges did you face growing up
as a Black man in Alabama dur-
ing segregation?
I grew up with my five brothers
and four sisters in the segregated
south in a small town outside of
Birmingham, Alabama called
Bessemer. For most of the time I
lived there, blacks were not
allowed to serve as bus drivers,
hold the skilled and higher-payin- g
jobs in the steel mills, serve as
a store clerk in department stores
or hold anything but the most
menial positions in corporations.
Blacks serving in state or munici-
pal government was unheard of
and even serving in the federal
government was rare. Everything
was segregated, even doctors'
offices. Despite these circum-
stances, my parents were able to
instill in me and my brothers and
sisters a sense of hope and a
belief that one day things would
be different.
I was in the 1 1th grade when
the Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church in Birmingham was
ference," Global Transformations
& Feminist Engagements" was
decided upon a year and a half
ago, but is now even more rele-
vant in relation to the Sept. 1 1
tragedy. This theme is a response
to the complexities of gender in a
global context.
Registered attendees will expe-
rience a book exhibit held in the
Wilson Bookstore, an art exhibit,
concurrent sessions and two
keynote speakers. The Friday and
Saturday lecture sessions will fea-
ture speakers from Wooster, as
well as from all over the globe.
Many Wooster students and facul-
ty will be presenting papers at the
1
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bombed and four little girls were
killed. This was the same year,
1963, that while I was traveling to
a church convention with two dea-
cons, I was physically attacked,
but not seriously injured, by a
white gas station attendant in a
small
town in rnGeorgia V
for using
the only
rr e s t
room
there. I
was a
senior in
h i g h
school 1
when J
Viola k
Liuzzo, J
a white .
woman
from The Hon. Solomon Oliver,
Detroit,
was shot as she drove back from
the Selma-Montgome- ry march. I
was in high school when Bull
Connor, the police chief in
Birmingham, turned his fire hoses
and police dogs on the freedom
marchers, many of whom were lit-
tle children.
is hard for people ofmy gen-
eration to understand the mood
of the sixties, the enormous ener-
gies on all fronts present in
America at the time. What was
Wooster like in terms ofpolitical
mood? How active were people in
Friday and Saturday sessions, and
others will be attending. The
GLCA is pleased to welcome pre-
senters from the Ukraine, Nigeria
and Spain.
Two featured speakers will
speak in a forum open to the
Wooster campus and community.
In Gault Recital Hall on Friday,
at 4 p.m., Obiom Nnaemeka will
speak on "Engendering Global
Interconnections." Nnaemeka. a
former Wooster faculty member,
is now the Director of the
Women's Studies Program and a
Professor of French at Indiana
University, Indianapolis.
Lidia Falcon will speak on
Sol Oliver reflects
the civil rights
movementVietnam protests?
You were involved in activist
movements. What are some of
your favoritemost important
memories? How interconnected
were the politics of civil rightsanaVietnam?
In 1966.
I trans-
ferred from
a small
black liber-
al arts col-
lege in
called
Miles
College to
Wooster.
The change
was dra-
in a t i c .
Jr., U.S. district judge. Wooster,
while
enrolling the largest number of
Blacks in the freshman class in its
history, was still essentially an
almost all white college and I had
come from a college where the
environment was almost all black.
I sincerely enjoyed my time at
Wooster. It provided me with my
first sustained opportunity to
study and interact with students
from vastly different backgrounds
than my own. I found the environ-
ment to be generally supportive;
faculty members were almost
always available and interested in
"Feminism: Humanizing a
Globalized World," on
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. in Gault
Recital Hall. Falcon is a native
of Spain and has worked as a
lawyer, journalist, novelist and
playwright.
The GLCA Women's Studies
Conference will prove to be an
educational, academic and
enlightening weekend. "The
Women's Studies program is very
happy to be hosting," said Frye.
"We are appreciative to have the
support from the community, cam-
pus and the main GLCA office,
which has been instrumental in
making the conference happen."
the issues of the day. It was a time
of great ferment on campus. The
Vietnam War was ongoing and
most students and faculty were
concerned about the loss of life on
both sides. Many were engaged in
protest activity. During that time,
the College canceled classes for a
day so that there could be teaching
on the war. Many were engaged in
projects for racial justice andor
political equality. I, for example,
and some of my schoolmates, par-
ticipated in the political campaign
of Carl B. Stokes when he ran for,
and became, the first black mayor
of a large urban city, Cleveland.
On campus, the first course
devoted exclusively to the lives
of African-American- s, a black lit-
erature course, was jointly taught
by several professors. The Black
students on campus, under the
direction of Professor Stanley
Schutz of the Theater
Department, were involved in the
production of two plays by the
Black playwright, Douglas
Turner Ward, called "Day of
Absence" and "Happy Ending." It
was a time of change and excite-
ment at the College. There was a
great sense that when we left the
College we would be going into
the world to make a difference
improve our society by making it
more just and equal.
What still needs to be done?
There is still a lot left to be
(continued on page 7)
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Kids 'N Sibs Weekend events aim to please all ages
Over 100 participants expected to take advantage of activities planned for this year
Elizabeth Yuko
AA.E Editor
You may be walking around
campus this Saturday after-noo- n
and happen to see more
children than usual. No the
theatre department is isn't
holding auditions for the roles
of munchkins in The Wizard
of Oz." This weekend, the
College is holding the annual
Kids N Sibs Weekend with
activities planned by the
Student Activities Board. Each
year, this weekend is designed
to provide a time for students
to bring their younger siblings or
friends to campus to enjoy activi-
ties specifically geared towards
young people.
According to Amy Pelak '05,
coordinator of this year's festivi-
ties. Kids 'N Sibs Weekend was
launched in 1990 by the adminis-
tration along with prospective
weekend. SAB has been running
the event for more than five years.
"I am hoping everything will
run well this weekend."
Beginning Friday
Cinemark
Movies 10
Showtime (PG-1- 3)
Clockstoppers(PG)
High Crimes (PG-1- 3)
Ice Age (PG)
Bladen (R)
Big Trouble (PG-1- 3)
said Pelak.
No matter how old your
visiting sibling or friend is. there
is sure to be some activity that
they would be interested in. On
Friday the Academy Award-winni- ng
movie "Shrek" is playing in
Mateer Auditorium at 4:30 and
7:30 p.m. For those with
more of a classical taste, the
Wooster Chorus is perform-
ing at 8:15 p.m. in First
Presbyterian Church on Be all
Avenue. In Lowry Main
Lounge, a game show, "How
Well Do You Know Your
Sib." will take place at 8:30
p.m. Common Grounds
Coffeehouse will also be
open from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.
in Gable House.
On Saturday, the annual Kids
N Sibs carnival will occur frorn
12 p.m. until 4 p.m. on the Lowry
Back Patio. The rain location is in
the PEC At this event, partici-
pants will be able to tie-d- ye their
Kids 'N Sibs t-sh- irt. and enjoy
free food and games. Other
attractions will be an inflat- -
at
(12:15),( 2:40), 5:00 7:40, 10:15
(12:25), (2:50), 5:10, 7:25, 9:40
(12:30), 4:20, 7:00, 9:45
(12:20), (3:00), 5:05. 7:20. 9:30
(12:00), (2:25), 4:55, 7:35, 10:05
(12:35). (3:05), 5:15, 7:45, 10:00
E. T. 20th Anniversary (PG) (12:40), 4:25, 7:10
Death to Smoochy (R) 9:50
The Panic Room (R) (11:50),( 2:15), 4:50, 7:30, 10:10
The Rookie (G) (12:05). 4:05, 7:05. 9:55
National Lampoon's Van
Wilder (R) (12:10). 2:30, 4:45, 7:15. 9:35
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
(Friday, Saturday and Sunday)
Pass Restricted
All shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 pan. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-87-55
able obstacle course and a
bungee run. Sponsored by the
International Program, there
will be a South East Asian
lfh.4rM
f
Water Festival in the field
behind Babcock Hall from 3 to
5 p.m. At 7 p.m., Wooster's
Largest Sundae will be con-
structed in the lower Lowry
Promenade. Saturday night
offers two activities, both
WooSAS
Andrea Nelson
Staff Write
One would be hard-press-ed to
walk around the Wooster campus
and not glimpse the school's
devotion to Scottish tradition.
During the football season, the
band proudly marches in the
McLeod tartan, which also
provides Wooster with its
school colors yellow and
black. The bagpipers can be
heard at various special events
ranging from football games to
the escorting of the seniors into
the Oak Grove at graduation.
Upon entering Wilson Bookstore,
one is surrounded with shirts dis-
playing mini fighting Scotsmen,
the school colors, books on tartans
and Scottish clans and ties that
proudly display the McLeod tar-
tan. Julia Smith 05 even
observed, "Only at Wooster can
you run down the hall and ask for
bagpipe music, not receive a
' strange look, and come away with
more than one CD!" Particularly
devoted to Scottish tradition and
sponsored by SAB. From 8 to
9 p.m. in Babcock Dining
Hall, there will be Late Night
Bingo, complete with prizes.
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If bowling is more your style,
Scot Lanes is having a
Blowout with pizza and unlim-
ited bowling for $2. On both
Friday and Saturday nights,
the Underground will be open
from 10 p.m. until 1 a.m. for a
to host celebration
heritage is the Wooster Scottish Arts
Society. On Saturday, WooSAS
will present its second annual
spring concert, "A Scottish
Celebration of Music."
WooSAS is in its fourth year
as a recognized group at the
College. According to their
Web site, their purpose is to
promote Scottish arts and
culture. The WooSAS concert
from last spring was recorded for
their CD and is currently avail-
able in the bookstore.
The Scottish Arts Society's
presentation of their Scottish
Music Celebration specifically
honors National Tartan Day,
which will be celebrating its
fourth birthday this year. On
March 20, 1998, the United
States government officially rec-
ognized Tartan Day as an official
holiday. This particular day is a
significant one in Scottish histo-
ry. On April 6, 1320, the
Declaration ofArbroath, a formal
declaration of Scotland's inde-
pendence from England, was
signed. This particular document
dance party.
I have worked hard to make it
as successful as I could with the
resources and money that I
have,' said Pelak.
To purchase meal tickets for a
reduced price for your visiting
sibling or friend, please see the
registration table on Friday, or the
Lowry Front Desk.
Most participants are at least 14
years of age. Over 100 kids and
siblings are scheduled to partici-
pate in this event
Pelak is already planning ahead
for next year. "Maybe next year
we can have more people outside
of SAB get involved to make it a
bigger event like it used to
be, she said.
"SAB is really looking forward
to this weekend. We are
expecting a great turnout and
hope that everyone partic-pate- s
in the activities we have
planned. We hope the weather
cooperatesespecially for the
carnival on Saturday," SAB
member Cookie Compitello
03 said.
provided an influential model for
the American Declaration of
Independence. It is celebrated
throughout the United States, and
WooSAS is encouraging its cele-
bration on campus.
WooSAS President Kevin
Bischof '03 said, "It will be a very
energetic concert as it has always
been. The performance groups are
very excited about the show."
The performers include the
Pipe Band, the Highland
Dancers and Irish fiddle played
by Julia and Alanna Tryder '04s.
The Scottish Music
Celebration is free to all and
will be held at 4 p.m. on
Saturday, in Gault Recital
Hall in Scheide Music Center.
Attendees are encouraged to
wear tartans or Scottish appar-
el, however, it is not required.
Highland Dancer Jocelyn
Sommers '02 said There are
six of us dancing, and we pre-
pared six dances. It's not super-forma- l,
and it's a chance for all
of us to get together, dance and
have fun."
Ap2001
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'Panic Room": David Fincher does formulaic
Victor Rortvedt- -
Featvres Editor
"Panic Room" is sold as a sim-
ple thriller about home invasion,
with a specially designed securi-
ty cell providing the raison
d'etre for a cat and mouse battle
of wits. Jodie Foster plays a
wealthy divorcee, whose new
"town-ston- e" happens to include a
valuable secret that prompts
Forest Whitaker, plus two stock
characters, to attempt to acquire it
via breaking and entering. But this
premise's ability to whet the
palates of film fans evaporates
next to the mention of its
director, the sage of disaffect-
ed and biting mainstream film,
David Fincher. Fincher's first
masterpiece "Seven" was fol-
lowed by the divisive but brilliant
"Fight Club" even if you
couldn't stand it, you had to
admire Fincher's' solitary attempt
to define modern culture. "Panic
Room" had all the makings of a
complex, provocative treatise on
safety and security masked as a
simplistic thriller expecta-
tions were high.
With so much going for it,
"Panic Room" had to work hard to
turn out so biased The film throws
Fincher's reputation as a challeng-
ing, progressive force in contem-
porary American cinema into
doubt. Aside from, the intrigu-
ing, foreboding credit sequence
and a great multi-floo- r, three-minu- te
camera voyage that
establishes the film's battle
field, "Panic Room" is essentially
devoid of vitality or originality.
David Koepp's script is hewn at a
functional level, establishing a
story that just ties together the tac
'
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Professor to portray legendary actor
Professor of German Richard Figge will present "Barrymore 's Ghost, " a
play written by Jason Miller, this weekend in McGaw Chapel The shows
will be Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m. Admission is free, but tickets should
be obtained from the Lowry Center information desk. -
The play is based on legendary actor John Barrymore. Barrymore and his
sister, Ethel, and brother Lionel were well-know- n in the early 20th century
- for acting, as well as for drinking and reckless behavior. Famous contempo-
rary actress Drew Barrymore carries on the family 's'incredible acting legacy.
"The play has wit, terror, agony and hope, as the audience watches a :
mytlwlogical character explore the truths and deceptions of his extraordi-
nary life," said Figge. .
.
;. ; --
..
Figge has an interest in theater and film. This past fall semester he taught
a First Year Seminar entitled "Shoot it Again, Sam: Visual Literacy and the
Impact of Film.", , --.. - . . ,' ;, : . -- . ;
tical games in which Foster and
Whitaker engage. The flatness of
Koepp's dialogue is most appar-
ent on the lips of the cookie-cutt- er
burglars portrayed by Jared Leto
(in cornrows!) and Dwight
Yoakam, .whose "look-ma-I'm-psychot- ic"
schtick is dead on
arrival. Whitaker salvages what
he can of his role through sheer
presence the man could play
a sympathetic child murderer
with his gentle, tender-eye- d
hulk. Foster blinks to life in
one or two moments when she's
given .an ounce of freedom to
act, but she's mostly reduced
to her tank-to- p and pumping
legs, merely a physical husk to
carry out the action.
Even with such a drab script,
the viewer still puts faith in
Fincher to find the gold vein in the
3.'.sf
rock. Unfortunately, Fincher
merely made the script and does
little of substance with the cam-
era. Sure there are CGI tracking
shots through coffee mug han-
dles and keyholes, but these
seem increasingly unnecessary
and showy.
And the movie is flat-o- ut ugly.
The director of photography had
to be replaced midway through
the shoot, and perhaps his
vision would have alleviated
the pale blue and murky
oranges that saturate every single
frame of "Panic Room." Fincher
and his cinematography army
fail to give visual relief to
weary eyes, even when they
have good cause to from the
initial tour of the house at mid
Nancy Anderson
Longbrake Wellness Center
Ext. 2319
Ellen Burns
Severance 124
Ext. 2610
Heather Fltz
Gibbon
Kauke 7
Ext. 2371
Pam Frese
Kauke 8
Ext. 2256
Dianna Kardulias
Kauke 13
Ext. 2301
Students may also con-
tact the College coun-
selors at Ext. 2319 or
the Campus Minister at
Ext. 2558. To report an
assault, contact the
Wooster City Police at
9-9- 11 (emergencies) or
330-264-333- 3, or
Security at Ext. 2590
day, illumination is lacking to
the point of making you wonder
why anyone would want to
move in.
Yet aside from the technical
aspects of "Panic Room," Fincher
unforgivably missed an opportu-
nity to explore the needs and
illusions of personal security in
a modern context. He cops out
.
by having the panic room con-
structed by another owner,
making Foster's character a
passive security user rather than
a compulsive safety nut. And
while the set pieces and situations
of "Panic Room" do allow for
decent levels of suspense and ten-
sion, these elements should have
been the means to a greater pur-
pose and not the end in itself.
Senior Indftottnclmnt Study Thesis Exhibl--
MacKul Oallary
Ebart Art Caotar
Tha Collaga of Woostvr
Special Viawfng Racaption
Tharsdir April 11, 2002
T:eO-:O- Q IM
Absolute Auction
Saturday,
April 20
10:00
A.M.
Daniel's Amish Collections, located at 9821
Harrison Rd., Apple Creek, Ohio. Wayne County.
To locate from west side of ML Hope take Harrison
Rd. west off of SR 250 thru Maysville, Ohio 12
mile to Daniel's Amish Collections.
ALL NEW 300 PIECES OF AMISH MADE
FURNITURE: 15 tables, chairs, bedroom suites,
computer desks, beds, armoires, end & coffee
tables, plant stands, hall trees, curios, benches, ;
rockers, pie safes, jelly cupboards, bar stools, cor-
ner hutches, some small Hems. Owner Daniel's ;
Amish Collections Terms: Cash, check with ID,
Visa & Master Card Auctioneer. Jerry Scott CAI
Amish food available and will benefit needy
Amish families in the community.
Note: Most of the furniture is in perfect condtion
and is constructed of solid oak wood. Donl miss
this chance to add to the beauty' of your home with
this wel- - crafted furniture. Bring this sale bill
with you, present it at the food table and receive a
fresh Amish baked doughnut v ';
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Womens lacrosse captures first wins of the spring
Todd Worly
Sports Editor
The women's lacrosse team
broke out of its season-openin- g
slump in a big way, reeling off
three straight convincing wins
this week. On the strength of a
stifling defense and a more than
potent offense, Wooster managed
to get back on the winning track.
Last week; the Scots traveled to
Indiana " University of
Pennsylvania, a Div. II program,
and used a dominating run to
break the game open and coasted
to a 16-- 9 victory. Wooster led 7--4
at halftime, but the Indians
stormed back to tie the game at
seven with three straight goals
early in the second half.
But that just awoke a sleeping
giant, as the Scots exploded with
a four-go-al run over an 1:37 peri-
od to establish a comfortable lead
that wouldn't be threatened. IUP
never got closer than two goals in
Wooster's first victory of the season.
The aforementioned run by the
Scots was keyed by their offen-
sive balance. Megan Kennedy
'03 scored first off an assist from
Beth Hernminger '03, who then
scored an unassisted goal of her
own. Lizzie Newton '04 and
Molly Spirer '04 got in on the act
as well, each scoring off assists
from Angela Arnold '05.
Wooster was led by
Hernminger, who had three goals
and three assists, and Emily
White '02, with three goals and
continued from page 12
next day, but wasn't good enough
for Wooster to win their first con-
ference competition of the season.
Sintich and Sayed won again (8-- 2)
while the No. 2 team of
Saldanha and Chris Bailey '03
managed to pick up a win 8-- 6. In
singles. Sintich was again the
only player to prevail, winning
.,
(6-- 0, 6-- 1) at the second position.
, "We have a young team and
every match has given us more
experience. We're ready to level it
out and r'ay some excellent ten-
nis for the rest of the year,"
Sintich said.
The women's luck hasn't been
any better than the men's, having
lost their Trst two conference
contests, making their season
two assists. Kennedy added two
goals to go along with an assist,
while Arnold contributed with a
goal and two assists. Goalie Kim
Christensen '02 earned her first vic-
tory in net this year with eight saves.
A recurring theme prevailed on
Saturday, as the Scots soared past
the State University of New York
at Brockport thanks to a punish-
ing seven-go- al run in the second
half, winning 11-- 6.
The first 20 minutes of the
game was very defense oriented.
Miriam Esber 02's goal in the
first 90 seconds was the only
point scored. The offenses picked
up, however, over the next 10
minutes, and the teams ended the
half tied at three.
The Golden Eagles nosed in
front early in the second half at 5-- 4,
compelling Hernminger,
Newton and White to carry the
Scots to victory.
Hernminger tied the score at 5
with a goal at the 23:56 mark, and
just 20 seconds later White put
the Scots ahead for good with a
goal of her own. Newton then
helped pour it on with back-to-ba- ck
goals just over four minutes later.
Hernminger added another goal
nine minutes later, and then White
put the nail in the coffin with two
more goals, earning a hat-tri- ck
while helping Wooster to a com-
fortable 11-- 5 advantage with 6:48
left to play.
Both White and Esber netted
hat-trick- s, with White adding an
assist as well. Hernminger and
record 1-- 6. Ohio Wesleyan
dominated the Scots in doubles
play. In singles play, Angie Beeler
'05 won Wooster's only , point
when her opponent retired from
an injury at the end of the first set
Denison aced the Scots. In
doubles, the Scots only won
three games, with two of them
coming from the No. 3 team
Holly Laufman '02 and Becca
Hicks '05, which lost 8-- 2.
Singles play wasn't any more
successful, with the Scots com-
bining for seven games.
The women play in the
Great Lakes College
Association tournament this
weekend at Kenyon. while the
men host the GLCA tourna-
ment Friday and Saturday.
Newton were solid with two goals
and an assist each, Arnold added a
goal and Jessica Bacon '03
chipped in with an assist.
Christensen had six saves in goal
for the Scots.
Wooster played host to Ohio
Wesleyan Tuesday afternoon in
its NCAC opener. The Battling
Bishops jumped in front early
with a 2--0 lead, but it didn't last
long, as the Scots roared back
with seven unanswered goals to win
their third straight by a score of 8-- 3.
It was a defensive battle
throughout, but the Scots slowly
but surely took control of the
game. Less than a minute after
OWU's second goal, Kennedy
answered for the Scots with a goal
off a pass from Newton.
Soon after, Newton tied the
score at two with a goal of her
own. Right before halftime,
Esber knocked in a free position
shot to give Wooster a 3--2 lead at
the break. .
Esber, Kennedy, and Newton
each scored a goal in the first 10
minutes of the second half, and
the route was on. "It's always a
close game when we play Ohio
Wesleyan," Bacon said. "Their
zone defense usually gives us
trouble, but yesterday our offense
did a really good job of breaking
through it"
The Scot defense wasn't too
shabby itself, though, as the
Wooster line of Courtney Anson
'02, Bacon, Kennedy, Krista
Klocke '03 and Nicole Pritchard
'04 was outstanding throughout,
holding the Bishops to just 19
shots on goal, with Christensen
making a season-be- st 12 saves.
"The last three games we have
really picked it up," Bacon said.
"Whenever anyone makes a run,
we have an answer. We are doing
a really good job in transition."
Hernminger and Esber lead the
team with eight goals a piece.
Hernminger also leads in assists
with seven, while Esber leads the
team in interceptions at 19.
Wooster (3-- 2, 1-- 0) heads to
central Pa. this weekend to take
on the University of Scranton and
Susquehanna University.
Scot lacrosse dominant at home
Katie Axell
Staff Writet
Domination was the name of
the game for the men's lacrosse
team for this week. Their game
last Saturday against Marietta
College was a blowout win, 25-- 1,
marking the largest winning mar-
gin for the Scots since 1990.
Steve Burton '04 scored six
goals while captain Colin Hartnett
'03 also scored
six goals. Mike
MacMaster '04
added two goals
and five assists to
the scoreboard,
helping to widen
the gap. Scoring
three goals and
assisting
mates twice,
Bobby Koehler
'04 increased the
margin of victory.
Adam Price '02,.
another team cap-
tain, had a perfect,
game with four
goals on four
shots. Adding to
Wooster's com-
manding game
was Eric Saulnier
'03, who had two goals, and
Brandon Mohr '02, the third cap-
tain, who also added one goal and
one assist
Tom Canfield '04 said that this
"game was the best one" they
have played since the game
against Mary Washington
College, earlier this season. Mohr
said that they "played a lot better
than the previous win over Marietta."
Not only did Wooster dominate
Marietta, the team destroyed
Oberlin College -- on Wednesday
20--0. The goals were evenly
spread around the team with
Saulnier scoring one goal, Greg
it
Bobby Koehler '04 looks to pass the ball in action this weekend.
Wilcox '05 scoring two,
MacMaster scoring four, Price
adding three, Hartnett adding two
goals, Burton adding one more
goal, Mohr also adding two goals
and Charlie Laube '02 adding
another goal.
"The team played pretty well in
the past two games. Oberlin was
comparable to. Marietta," said
Canfield.
Mohr added that "it is always
good to come away with wins."
For the rest of the season both
Canfield and Mohr hope to beat
Kenyon College, with Mohr
adding, "I really hope to beat
Kenyon and
Wittenberg
University
this season.
That would be
huge for us."
The attrib-
ute these
impressive
wins to the
new coaching
staff. "We are
playing three
times better
than last
year," said
Canfield.
Their next
scheduled
game is this
Saturday at
WheelingJesuitCollege. The next slated game for
the Scots is Tuesday against the
highest ranked team in the North
Coast Athletic Conference at Ohio
Wesleyan University.
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WE LOVE CONTROVERSY
Okay, every week we produce articles thai get more controversial
as time goes by. yet every week we fail to get any mail regarding
our stories. From making fun of Germany to attempting to humili-
ate Cacl Sanderson, we have quietly pushed the limits every week.
However, with this drought of mail, we have decided to not be so
quiet anymore.
First, lets start with the UConn women. Do you really think a
team with women athletes can go 39-0- ? After seeing girls fight over
things such as wine coolers w e don't think so. Have any of you seen
the movie "Ladybugs"? 1 wonder if they even test women for
steroids in college, because something is just not right there.
Now lets move on to Indiana's title run in this year's tournament
Now I have seen the movie Hoosiers, but it is hard to believe that a
team with four white starters could really make it all the way to the
championship game. After Mark Price, I just always thought that
white basketball players were just humorous to watch.
Howdy partners!. Let's move on to the Texas Rangers, where
John Hart is rounding up his own version of the Three Stooges. With
all of those tempers in one locker room, who knows what could go
on? 1 can see it now: Rocker gets his white sheets stolen by Ruben
Rivera, while Everett runs around the clubhouse threatening to
punch everyone in the face. The Rangers have put together a great
group of hitters, but our Wooster Scots lineup would shell their
pitching.
MLB PREVIEW
The Major League Baseball season is already four days in, and
Cleveland looks decent early. While we have only seen one game so
far, if the pitching staff continues to keep its ERA at 0, the outlook
for this year looks good. We are not really into writing long articles
this week, so we are just going to go ahead and give you our pre-
dictions for each division winner and what will happen in the play-
offs.
tn Smith 's predictions:
AL - East: Yankees Central: White Sox West A's
Wild Card: Mariners
NL - East: Phillies Central: Cardinals West: D'backs
Wild Card: Mets
Playoffs
A's over White Sox, Yankees over Mariners,
Yankees over A's
Mets over D'backs, Phillies over Cardinals,
Phillies over Mets
World Series: Phillies over Yankees
Mr. Shipes predictions:
AL - East: Yankees Central: Indians West: Mariners
Wdd Card: White Sox
NL - East: Mets Central: Cardinals West: Giants
'Wild Card: Cubs
riayoffs
Indians over Yankees, Mariners over White Sox,
Indians over Mariners
Mets over Cubs, Cardinals over Giants,
Cardinals over Mets
World Series: Indians over Cardinals
By Russell "Be the hammer, not the nail!" Smith
and Erik "I picked Maryland" Shipe
Baseball
Axx Raymoxd
Editor-Ix-Chi- ef
Good teams often get compla-
cent in the midst of a winning
streak, at times losing to a
mediocre opponent. Great teams
take their schedule one game at a
time, focusing on each opponent
throughout the season. According
to Head Coach Tim Pettorini, this
team has the ability to focus. "The
guys do have a good understand-
ing of what it takes to win." he said.
This weekend, the Scots, who
strive for greatness, opened up
their North Coast Athletic
Conference season with a two-ga- me
homestand versus Hiram
College. On Saturday, in the first
game of their double-heade- r, the
Scots crossed home plate in every
inning on their way to a 19-- 3 win
over the Terriers. Wooster scored
four unearned runs over the first
two innings to take the 4-- 0 lead.
In the bottom of the third. Luke
Ullman 05 walked to set up a
two-ru- n homer by Jared
Treadway '02. who knocked his
fourth home run of the season in
the next at bat. giving Wooster a
comfortable 6-- 0 lead.
Mike Beard put one over the
fence in the top of the fourth to
give the Terriers their first shot of
offense for the day. The Scots
countered in the bottom of the
fourth inning with four runs of
their own. Hiram tallied another
run in the top of the fifth, but
Wooster again returned the favor
in the bottom of the inning. Three
Scots went yard in the inning,
Jake Frank '05 for the second
time in the game, Brian Stevens
'03 and Ullman. all two-ru-n jacks
that gave Wooster the 16-- 2 lead.
Wooster capped off its offen-
sive output for the game in the
bottom of the sixth, scoring three
runs off three hits and three
errors. The Terriers managed to
score one final run in the top of
the seventh, losing the first game
of the double-head- er 19-- 3.
The second game of the day
started much like the first, with
Wooster jumping out to the early
9-- 0 lead after the first two innings
of play. In the bottom of the first
the Scots benefited from four hits
to score four runs, leaving only
one man on base.
The Scots one-upp- ed their first
April 4
survives early tests
VJ
inning effort, scoring five runs in
the bottom of the second, includ-
ing home runs by Matt Miller '04
and Bill Daugherty '02.
The Terriers, in the top of the
third, began a mini-scorin- g spree
that eventually brought them
within three runs of the Scots.
w
Jared Treadway '02 goes yard in
Hiram crossed home plate four
times in the inning to cut
Wooster's lead to five, 9-- 4.
The Terriers retired the Scots in
order, giving themselves the
opportunity to cut into Wooster's
lead again in the top of the fourth.
Hiram took advantage of their
opportunity, crossing the plate
twice in the inning, reducing
Wooster's lead to three, 9-- 6. The
Scots responded to Hiram's offen-
sive charge scoring two runs of
their own in the bottom of the
inning.
Although the Terriers scored
once in the fifth and the sixth
inning, while holding the Scots
scoreless in the fifth and the sixth,
Wooster's lead was never in dan-
ger after the end of the fourth
inning. The 11-- 8 win gave Joe
Vardon '02 his first win of the
season and improved Wooster's
overall record to 14-- 1 and 2-- 0 in
the NCAC.
On Monday, the Scots contin-
ued their conference play, again
taking on the Terriers for the third
time in three days, this time in
Canton. Uncharacteristic of the
team, the Scots could only man-
age to bring in three runs during
the nine innings of play. Wooster
admittedly had a hard time getting
their bats going. "We didn't put
consecutive hits together." said
Dan Penberthy "02. The three
runs that the Scots did score,
however, proved to be all they
would need to win the game,
thanks in large part to a solid
pitching effort from Josh Frank '02.
The Scots never trailed in the
a game this past weekend.
game, scoring once in the first
and fourth innings to create a 2-- 0
lead that remained unchallenged
until the top of the eighth. From
the mound, through the first seven
innings. Josh Frank allowed only
two hits while striking out six.
Hiram scored its only run of the
day in the eighth to cut Wooster's
lead in half, 2-- 1. The Scots added
an insurance run in the bottom of
the eighth to secure the 3-- 1 win
for Josh Frank, his second of the
season.
Tuesday, Wooster took a day
off from NCAC competition and
traveled to New Concord to do
battle with Muskingum College.
The Scots found their swing after
their off hitting day on Monday,
scoring in five of the nine innings
en route to the 11-- 4 win.
Daugherty paced the Scots on
offense, connecting in all three of
his plate appearances, homering
once and doubling twice to drive
in five runs. Additionally, by sin-
gling three times in his four at
bats. Miller extended his hitting
streak to 1 7 games.
The win improved the
Scots' record to 16-- 1 and gave
James Amendola '04 his third
win of the spring. Their con-
ference record stands at a per-
fect 3-- 0.
Sports
.
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kh vvi en ft" t'.e sunn team
t. k t) e n.,u. :J w i::.:u:r
scc.e by st.-n- n t!.;s M..uh. The
ttonwn placed seventh at the
NCAA Div. IM meet which
ni.uk ed the enJ of a strong sea-
son for the women's siJe of the
squad. The men sent seven
swimmers to the national meet
in a rebuilding year for the
men's team.
Liz Whhtam '05 leJ the way
for the woman, placing second in
the 200 individual medley. Kayla
Heising "04 brought home six
A 11-Ame- rican honors after her
stint at nationals while Sophie
Brym '05 earned second-tea- m
All-Amcric- an honors after her
first trip to nationals.
Beth Starling '02, in the last
meet of her career, finished sixth
in the 2tX) bteaststrcke and
earned her KYh All-Americ- an
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Editors: Todd Worly & David Powell
v
. r co: Scot trackfinishes fifth at home
Tennis double faults
David Powell
Sports Editor
Men and women's tennis con-
tinues to struggle through their
seasons.
Over the weekend the men
dropped matches to University
of Rochester (6-- 1) and
Wittenberg University (5-2- ),
bringing their season record to
3-- 6. The women fell to Ohio
Wcslcyan University (8-- 1)
March 26, only to be crushed by
Denison University (9-- 0)
Monday.
The score of the men's
Rochester match doesn't reflect
the fight Wooster put up. The
doubles matches were close.
?
. ",ir. Lori N'. Aav L ! '02
; '. ed ii.n i:,;. ..! n in the
tca.n's All-Americ- an S00
f.ccn! relay. Sara Connolly
"02 placed second in the three-met- er
divirj competition to
round out her diving career.
Additionally. Jenny Bayuk
'03. Sonya and Tanya
Tara-.er.ko- v '04s. Kate Henley
and Elizabeth Roesch '05s all
competed in the national cham-
pionships.
On the men's side, Jim
Gilchrist '04, Jason Maines 02.
Sam Almy "04 and Eric Knauss
'02 comprised the 200 medley
team relay that placed fourth in
the national meet. Kevin Wolfe
05's best finish came in the 200
backstroke, placing fifth while
Adam Yack '04 finished 13th in
the 400 individual medley.
Curtis Wolfe '04 rounded out
the men's participation in the
national meet, placing 10th in
the 100 freestyle.
Jake Sintich '02 and Jim Sayed
"02 won the team's only doubles
point in the No. 1 position 8--6.
The second position and third
position doubles also played well,
barely losing 9-- 7 and 8-- 6, respec-
tively.
Wooster finished the match
with close singles play. No. 1
Nilesh Saldanha '04 lost 6-- 4, 6-- 4,
while Wooster also lost the
No. 3 position and No. 4 posi-
tion 4-- 6, 6-- 4, 6--4 and 6-- 1 , 7-- 6, 7--4
respectively.
Sintich managed to out-persi- st
his opponent to win 7-- 5, 7-- 6, 10-- 8.
Wooster's doubles play
improved against Wittenberg the
continued on page 11
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Golf Men's Tennis
April 6-- 7 April 5-- 6
Kenyon Cup GLCA Tourney at Wooster
Invitational April 10
vs. Oberlin
Baseball
April 6 at Witt
April 7 at Otterbein
.
April 9
at Baldwin-Wallan- ce
Megan Eberts
Staff Writer
The Wooster men's and
women's track and field teams
hosted the Wooster Invitational
on Saturday. Fifteen men's teams
and 14 women's teams were pres-
ent. The Scots placed fifth in both
the men's and women's divisions,
with the men scoring 59 points
and the women with
78 points.
Brendan Callahan
'03 qualified provi-
sionally for the
NCAA Division III
national champi-
onships in the 3000
meter steeplechase,
placing third over-
all,
'
'with a time of
9:23.25 a new
school record. This
is Callahan's second
"provisional qualifi-
cation so far this
- --
-
season. He also Konah Duchequalified in the
5000-met-er run at the Florida
State Relays, in Tallahassee, Fla.
Marty Coppola '02 ran a 9:38.48
in the steeplechase to claim
fourth place in the loaded event.
right behind Callahan.
Nahum Kisner '02 also had a
good showing, winning the' 200-met- er
dash (22.88), finishing third
in the 100 (10.98), and participat-
ing in the men's 4x1 00-met- er
relay that placed third (43:22).
Konah Duche '03 claimed third in
the 400-met- er dash (51.11), and
fifth in the 200 (23.31).
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Scots secure win before weekend
AbbyPetrvllo
Staff Writer
The Scot softball team worked
through the cold weather to pull
out a 5-- 3 victory over the Grove
City Wolverines last night The
Scots scored three runs in the top
of the third inning to take an early
3-- 0 lead. The score remained the
same until the seventh inning
when the Scots scored two more
runs to make it 5-- 0.
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Track
April 6
at Otterbein
'OS and Marcus Craig '05 round the
In the field events, Keith Vance
'04 claimed third in the shot put
(47'07.50"). In the javelin. Marc
Bryson '04 was fifth with a throw
of 14910". '
The Wolverines fought back in
the bottom of the seventh, scoring
three, but that was all they could
manage as they left the bases
loaded to end the game.
Angie Barone '04 was on the
mound, going the entire dis-
tance in the rough 30-degr- ee
weather and earning the victory.
Kady Krivos '02 and Brianne
Diorio '04 led the way for the
Scots offensively, each going 2-- 4
at the plate.
Softball
April 6
vs. Denison
April 7 vs. Case
April 9 vs. Allegheny
Men's Lacrosse
April 6
at Wheeling Jesuit
April 9
at Ohio Wesleyan
For the women's team, Sarah
Grant '04 won the 3000-met-er
steeplechase (11:59.52). In doing
so. Grant set a new school record,
stadium record, and provisionally
qualified for Division III NCAA
nationals. Also in the steeple-
chase, Christie Egnatuk '03, and
Erin Herl '05 earned respective
third (12:27.13) and . fifth
(13:01.63) place finishes.
In the 5000-met-er run,
Megan Eberts '03 fin-
ished seventh . overall
with a time of 21:15.07.
In hurdling action,
Lydia Kruse '02 took sec-
ond place overall in the
400-met- er hurdles
(109.42).
Justina Williams '02 had
two excellent performances,
winning both the long jump
(1707775") and the triple
jump (33W.5"). Classmate
Liz Farina '02 also competed
well, placing third in the
corner. triple jump (31W.75").
Throwing far for the
Scots, Keni Horst '02 finished
third in the javelin (104'05").
Track and field will compete at
the Otterbein Invitational on
Saturday at Otterbein.
The Scots think last night's
game will help them prepare for
their upcoming conference show-
down with rival Denison.
"Despite the cold weather, we
played hard and mentally pre-
pared ourselves for Saturday,"
Anika Lehman '03 said.
The Scots will play their
biggest games of the year on
Saturday as Denison, defending
NCAC champs and favorites to
win this year, come into town.
Women's Tennis
April 5-- 6
GLCA Tourney at
Kenyon
April 10
vs. Oberlin
